
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 18 March 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Ryan W Responsibility For trying very hard with your reading. Well done Ryan! 

PB Mila M Optimism For always being ready to give every task a go. Good Job Mila! 

PM Antony A Pride For always trying your best to complete your work neatly and with lots of colour. Fantastic effort Antony! 

PM Arene C Respect For always being ready to learn and for treating everyone nicely! Keep it up Arene! 

PS Susheel B Pride For always trying your best to make your work amazing. Keep it up Susheel! 

PS Annabelle M Respect For always using kind words, hands and feet. You’re a great role model Annabelle! 

PU Harriet B Optimism For always having a positive attitude towards all learning areas. Keep up the fantastic work Harriet! 

PU Jacob S Responsibility For always having a go and persevering, even when tasks are tricky. I’m so proud of you Jacob! Keep up the great work. 

1E Emanuel L Respect For being a kind and friendly person to everyone in the class.  Thank you Emanuel! 

1E Elinor E Pride For taking care with her work and completing it in a neat and colourful way. Keep up the amazing effort Elinor! 

1M Seb A Responsibility For always following our classroom expectations and trying his absolute best in all areas of his learning.  Well done Seb! 

1M Sofia T Respect For always treating her teachers and friends with respect and kindness. Well done Sofia! 

1P Dominic L Optimism For always taking on tasks with a positive attitude and willingness to learn. Amazing work Dominic! 

1P Ariella O Respect For always treating others with kindness and helping out within the classroom. Keep up the great work Ariella! 

1Y Bruno S Responsibility For always working hard and trying his best in class. A fantastic effort Bruno! 

1Y Maria G Pride For taking care with the presentation of her work and always putting in her best effort. Well done Maria! 

2B Willow B Pride For taking her time to write neatly, rule up her margins with care and always put in her best efforts! Keep it up Willow! 

2B Bonnie C Pride  For taking her time to write neatly, rule up her margins with care and always put in her best efforts! Keep up your amazing work Bonnie! 

2C Nela Y Pride For being very careful to set out her work neatly and clearly, and always doing her best! 

2C Karam M Pride For always trying hard, and doing his best handwriting. Great job Karam! 

2D Ricky L Pride For taking his time by putting a lot of focus on neat handwriting and presentation of his work. Great effort Ricky! 

2D Ava B Pride For taking her time to write neatly, rule up her margins with care and always put in her best efforts! Keep up the fantastic effort Ava! 

2I Ollie D Pride For working so hard on his handwriting formation and already showing such great improvement! Keep it up, Ollie! 

2I Emily E Pride For taking time to set out her work neatly and use her neatest handwriting. Well done, Emily! 

3A Blake F Optimism For having a positive attitude towards Math, and working on some new number skills at home. Well done Blake! 

3A Abby C Responsibility For always having a positive and friendly influence on our classroom. Well done Abby! 

3B Nathan K Optimism For always embracing a challenge with a positive attitude and not being afraid to take risks with their learning. 

3B Hope G Respect For always treating her teachers and peers with respect and kindness. Well done. 
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3FC Mahit D Responsibility For challenging himself in Maths and having a growth mindset. 

3FC Abby C  Responsibility For taking ownership of her home reading and setting herself new challenges. 

3P Nika S Responsibility For being a reflective learner and using the BUMP IT UP wall to improve her writing. Well done Nika! 

3P Elliott T Pride For a FANTASTIC start at TPPS and always trying his best in every subject. We love having you at our school Elliott!  

4E Ava C Responsibility For competing in the Regional Swimming Competition and stepping in when needed, so proud of you Ava! 

4E Dimitra K Optimism For always being positive inside and outside of the classroom and taking on challenges with eagerness.  

4G Remy L Optimism For always coming to school with a positive attitude and sharing it with the class. 

4G Grace D Pride For always taking great pride in their work! 

4K Audrey B Pride Taking pride in her writing and creating some outstanding pieces. 

4K Nicholas D Responsibility Following the class expectations and being a positive role model to his peers.  

4TF Leonardo F Responsibility For the outstanding effort & hard work you have put into your learning. Keep up the awesome effort Leonardo! 

4TF Ramses C Pride For working hard to improve his handwriting and presentation of his work. Well Done Ramses! 

5D Jessica B Pride For always completing her work with pride and attention to detail. Well done Jess! 

5D Elly H Optimism For approaching all of her learning with a positive attitude and never giving up. Great effort Elly! 

5M Melody V Integrity For being kind to all members of the class and always doing the right thing by her classmates. 

5M Ben A Integrity For always trying to be fair and considerate during lunch and recess. 

5P Ryan K Respect For being a helpful, respectful student to his classmates and teachers. Thank you Ryan! 

5P Lucas M Responsibility For having a terrific attitude to writing and always striving to improve. Awesome work Lucas! 

6F Niek A Responsibility For being a great role model who is always eager to help around the classroom. Well done Niek! 

6F Zoe W Integrity For always showing the school value of Integrity and persisting with her maths, never giving up. Great job Zoe! 

6K Ivy L Optimism  For always having a positive attitude towards school and  being a kind and helpful member of 6K 

6K Tiger N Responsibility  For always having a positive attitude towards school and for showing great sportsmanship when filling in for rounders.  

Mandarin Zoe G - 5M Responsibility  For her enthusiastic approach to language tasks and her positive attitude towards school. 

Perform.Art Noah G - 2C Pride For coming to Performing Arts with a wonderful attitude and willingness to participate. 

PE Archie C - 1E Responsibility For always showing a positive attitude, great sportsmanship and perseverance when improving his throwing and catching skills.  

STEM Caitlyn S - 4TF Responsibility For always bringing her critical thinking brain to STEM and comparing new information with what she knows about the world. 

Visual Arts Hope G - 3B Integrity For asking another student to play with her, when Hope noticed this student sitting alone 

 


